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The euro and prices
two years on

In the realm of economic policy, hardly

any event has caused such a public stir

in Germany and the entire European

Union as the introduction of euro

banknotes and coins on 1 January

2002. Consumers in virtually every

country of the euro area felt that they

were experiencing a sharp surge in in-

flation, and there were growing num-

bers of press reports on excessive price

rises.

The official statistics did, in fact, show

that prices had gone up in connection

with the introduction of euro cash but

not nearly to the extent perceived by

the general public. Many of the price

increases were not connected with the

introduction of the euro banknotes

and coins but were due instead to

other factors, such as very cold winter

weather as well as higher taxes on en-

ergy, tobacco products and insurance.

Nevertheless, there were very notice-

able price movements, mainly in the

case of some services. Moreover, the

pattern of prices had changed, and the

diversity of prices had become wider.

In the two years following the change-

over to the euro, it is noticeable that

price structures have, by and large, re-

turned to normal in many sectors.

Moreover, some of the excessive prices

that arose at the start of 2002 have

since gone down again.
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A look back

The Federal Statistical Office and the Deutsche

Bundesbank conducted a series of special

studies to accompany the conversion of con-

sumer prices from D-Mark to euro.1 These an-

alyses were based not only on the compre-

hensive official price statistics which are pub-

lished regularly but also on individual data

which the Federal Statistical Office compiled

specifically for this purpose.2

Major findings of the studies by the Federal

Statistical Office and the Bundesbank were

that the introduction of euro banknotes and

coins and the associated conversion of prices

had a considerable impact on the patterns

and dynamics of (individual) prices. First, re-

pricing in euro led directly to a reduction in

the percentage of “attractive” prices. Where-

as many prices during the D-Mark era had

ended in the figure 9, ie just below what

was perhaps felt to be a price threshold, this

was initially much less the case from January

2002 onwards. “Rounded” prices with the

final digit 0 or 5, which make it easier to give

out change, were also observed less frequent-

ly. In part, this had to do with the fact that,

even after the cash changeover, quite a large

number of traders were also showing the

prices of their goods in D-Mark and initially

retaining the former pricing patterns. It was

only gradually that the practice of showing

prices solely in euro prevailed.

Second, the introduction of euro cash was

accompanied by an exceptional number of

price changes. It is likely that many vendors

saw the displaying of prices in euro for the

first time as a favourable opportunity for re-

pricing. Deferring or bringing forward a

change in price to January 2002 was especial-

ly opportune in cases where setting new

prices incurred relatively high costs. It may be

that a period of considerable confusion and

uncertainty also appeared to be a suitable oc-

casion for putting up prices even though cus-

tomers were inevitably going to be particularly

alert to the situation. In actual fact, most

prices were converted exactly in January

2002.3 In the retail food sector, some suppliers

advertised the fact that they were actually

rounding down the exactly converted prices

and, by doing so, they were able to expand

their market shares significantly.4 By contrast,

there were more frequent, and sometimes

sharp, price increases in the services sector.

1 For the Deutsche Bundesbank, see inter alia Appendix:
Price analysis in the period of changeover from the
D-Mark to the euro, Monthly Report, November 2001,
pp 39-42; Appendix: Introduction of euro banknotes and
coins – price developments in January 2002, Monthly Re-
port, March 2002, pp 8-11; Consumer prices and the
changeover from Deutsche Mark to euro, Monthly Re-
port, July 2002, pp 15-24. Major publications of the Fed-
eral Statistical Office: W Buchwald, J Chlumsky and
N Engelhardt, Zum Einfluss des Euro auf die Preisentwick-
lung in Deutschland, Wirtschaft und Statistik 2002, Heft
3, pp 182-188; W Buchwald, J Chlumsky and N Engel-
hardt, Sechs Monate Euro – Eine Zwischenbilanz
der amtlichen Preisstatistik, July 2002; J Chlumsky and
N Engelhardt, Ein Jahr Euro – ein Jahr Teuro?, December
2002.
2 For the extension of the special analysis beyond 2002,
the sample was reduced from 35 products to 25. The se-
lected goods and services are batteries (monocell), ground
coffee, writing pads, dry-cleaning (a man’s suit), egg noo-
dles, ladies’ tights, filter papers for coffee machines, men’s
hairdressing, men’s socks, UHT milk, dog food, cinema
tickets, butter, mineral water, car wash, frozen spinach,
salami, daily newspaper (subscription), toilet paper, over-
night stay in a hotel, beer consumed away from home,
milk chocolate, white wine, toothpaste and sugar.
3 A special study of the consumer price statistics showed
that around two-thirds of the 18,000 individual prices
were converted exactly in January 2002. See Deutsche
Bundesbank, Consumer prices and the changeover from
Deutsche Mark to euro, op cit, p 19-20.
4 See Gesellschaft f�r Konsumforschung, Discounting
wird zum Prinzip im Handel, GfK Analysen und Profile,
March 2003.

Special
studies ...

... reveal effect
on price
patterns ...

... and price
dynamics
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The introduction of the euro had very little ef-

fect on the overall price level of the basket of

goods representing household spending in

Germany. According to the consumer price

index supplied by the Federal Statistical Office

(base year 2000), the overall price level in Janu-

ary 2002 went up by 0.3% in seasonally ad-

justed terms. This was only slightly more than

in the months immediately before and after

January 2002. However, the year-on-year rate

went up from 1.4% in December 2001 to

2.1% in January 2002.5 The acceleration in the

rate of inflation is by no means ascribable to

the euro changeover alone, however. In actual

fact, taxes on energy, tobacco products and in-

surance were increased as of 1 January 2002.

Moreover, a reduced supply of fresh fruit and

vegetables owing to very unfavourable wea-

ther pushed up prices. Even after eliminating

the usual price increases at this time of

year, seasonal food products still went up

by around 10% on the month. At most, a

0.3 percentage point contribution to the an-

nual inflation rate for January 2002 can be

ascribed to the introduction of euro cash it-

self.6

2000 = 100, seasonally adjusted,log scale

Housing rents

Services
excluding housing rents

Industrial goods
excluding energy sources

Energy sources1

(reduced scale)

of which

Food

Total

Consumer prices

1 Not seasonally adjusted.
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5 The 2001 and 2002 analyses referred to the consumer
price index based on the 1995 basket of goods. The
measured rate of inflation is affected mainly by methodo-
logical revisions as well as by the updated weights.
6 The price statistics nevertheless show that there were
some sharp increases in retail trade prices during 2001 in
the run-up to the changeover. This may be seen as an in-
dication that fairly sharp price increases in 2001 had
been used to “prepare for” price reductions in January
2002. (See, for example, Institute for Applied Consumer
Research, Preisbeobachtungen vor, w�hrend und nach
der Einf�hrung des Euro, December 2002). In this con-
nection, however, it should be pointed out, that – espe-
cially in the food sector – prices had generally been
pushed down to a very low level as a result of fierce com-
petition for market share. This had been triggered by the
market entry of a major new competitor in the retail
sector in the second half of 1998 and continued until the
Federal Cartel Office, in the late summer of 2000,
prohibited the unfair practice of selling below cost price.

Little change
in overall price
level
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Consumer price developments since the

euro changeover

In the not quite two years since the introduc-

tion of euro cash, the rise in consumer prices

has remained within fairly narrow bounds.

On an average of the two years, inflation was

no higher than 11�4%. This is distinctly less

than in the first half of the 1990s and also

somewhat less than the average in the period

from 1995 to 2001. Moreover, due account

should be taken of the greater burden of in-

direct taxes, without which the price increase

would have been even smaller.

This positive outcome is due in part not only

to a slight decline in food prices, following a

sharp rise in 2001 and early 2002, but also to

comparatively moderate increases in energy

prices. Over the entire period since the begin-

ning of 2002, upward pressure on prices due

to the crude oil market has been more than

offset by alleviating factors related to the ex-

change rate. Energy taxes were increased at

the beginning of 2002 and again in 2003,

however. Price reductions in the case of food

were associated with the waning of the BSE

and foot-and-mouth disease crises and the

lessening of the impact of the very cold win-

ter weather at the turn of 2001-02. Even so,

food was still discernibly more expensive than

at the end of 2000.

The noticeable price increase for industrial

goods in the consumer price index is due

mainly to the higher tax on tobacco. If to-

bacco products are excluded, the underlying

tendency, if anything, is for prices to decline.

Information processing machinery as well as

Year-on-year change, quarterly
%

%

Housing rents

Services
excluding housing rents

Industrial goods
excluding energy sources

Energy sources
(reduced scale)

of which

Food

Total

Price changes at the
consumer level
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Price changes
generally
moderate ...

... in the case
of both energy
and food ...

... as well as
industrial goods
and services
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shoes and clothing have become less expen-

sive. In the field of services, the pace of infla-

tion has become noticeably slower since the

final quarter of 2002. At the end of the

period under review, the year-on-year rate of

increase was less than 11�2%. The increase in

rents slowed to scarcely more than 1% annu-

ally. The low rate of consumer inflation re-

flects the subdued rise in wage costs helped

by generally moderate pay settlements as

well as a pronounced negative wage drift.

Persistently weak domestic demand also re-

stricted the scope for raising prices.

Price patterns and price diversity

Consumer prices had to be stated in euro by

the time the cash changeover took place in

January 2002, if not earlier. Many products

had, in fact, already been priced in both the

old and new currencies before then, but the

familiar D-Mark prices had predominated in

the retail trade and in the case of service pro-

viders up to the end of 2001. The special

study of the consumer price statistics revealed

that this had been determined by (psycho-

logically important) “threshold prices”. In the

case of services, “rounded” prices predomin-

ated. The changeover from D-Mark to euro

was accompanied by a widening between

the incremental price points. The exchange

rate of DM1.95583 to 31 meant that only

just over half of the prices possible earlier

were available.7 In order to retain the former

“real” gradations, consideration had to be

given to prices that had end digits which dif-

fered from the familiar ones. It therefore

came as no surprise that price patterns

altered with the changeover from D-Mark to

euro. Whereas previously, on an average of

the 25 products studied, more than half of

the prices ended in a 9 and a further 30%

ended in a 5 or a 0, the relevant figures in

euro were less than 20% and 25%, respect-

ively, in January 2002. At the same time, the

distributions of prices fanned out, with an in-

crease in the number of different prices for

each product. This development was encour-

aged by the tendency of many vendors to dis-

play prices in both currencies and to retain

the traditional D-Mark prices. In such cases,

the price in euro was an exact conversion of

Percentage shares

“threshold
  prices”

“rounded
  prices”

“uneven
  prices”

Sep

2001

Jan

2002

Sep Sep

2003

Importance of “attractive”
prices *

* Special analysis of the consumer price
statistics for 25 products.
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7 In some countries, the euro changeover brought an in-
crease in the range of incremental price points. In Bel-
gium, for example, the number of possible prices more
than doubled, and the retail trade also made use of the
additional possibilities. See National Bank of Belgium,
The adaptation of prices to the changeover to the euro,
December 2002.

Initial increase
in price
variations ...
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the old D-Mark price but was often “odd”

and unfamiliar. The increased variation in

prices is likely to have restricted price trans-

parency during the changeover period.

During the past two years, the price pattern

has largely returned to normal. The number

of “threshold” prices, for example, has in-

creased again. However, with a share of just

under 40% (up to September 2003) they

have not quite regained their former signifi-

cance. In the special study, however, “round-

ed” prices occurred somewhat more often

than before. In the retail trade especially,

prices ending in a 5 were more prominent

than before the changeover, thus countering

the non-availability of half the prices possible

earlier. The share of “rounded” prices has

risen to 35% in total. In the case of both

goods and services, however, “odd” prices

also occurred somewhat more frequently

than two years earlier.

For most products, the concentration of indi-

vidual prices on a small number of key price

points now matches the situation prior to the

introduction of euro cash. In the case of

sugar, for example, the price of DM1.79 had

a share of more than 60% at the end of

2001. In January 2002, the price of 30.89

and the exactly converted price of 30.92 each

accounted for just over 30%. In the months

that followed, 30.89 became the predomin-

ant price even though there were still several

other prices, including “unattractive” ones,

which were, admittedly, of no major signifi-

cance. In the case of coffee filter paper, there

were two predominant prices: DM0.99 and

DM2.99. In January 2002, most prices were

Percentage shares 1

Distribution of sugar prices*

* Special analysis of the consumer price
statistics. — 1 Owing to adjustment of ex-
treme values, may not add up to 100 %.
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initially converted exactly. Subsequently, two

new key price points emerged: 30.49 and

31.49. At 31.35, a new “rounded” price

became significant – one that had not been

customary in this context prior to the intro-

duction of the euro.

This is a typical example of price patterns

gradually returning to normal following a

period of variation accompanying the change-

over to the euro. Although, at the time of

going to press, the number of different prices

was still somewhat larger than before the

changeover, the majority of such additional

prices are of no major significance. In actual

fact, during 2002 and 2003 new key price

points emerged, sometimes ending in a 5 ra-

ther than a 9. Furthermore, it is becoming ap-

parent that the conversion of prices was not

always to the disadvantage of the consumer.

In the case of sugar, the new predominant

price is just under 3% below the old key price

point. For coffee filter paper, the prices are

3% and 21�2% lower, respectively.

The situation is different with regard to cin-

ema tickets. In the D-Mark era, virtually all

cinema prices were priced in full D-Mark

amounts (or, at most, amounts ending in

50 pfennigs), whereas almost the entire

range of 10 cent gradations are now used in

the relevant price range. Nevertheless, even

now, the most important prices end in

50 cents or are for full euro amounts. There

has been a significant price rise. Many cinema

tickets became noticeably more expensive in

January 2002, and this trend has continued,

albeit at a slower pace. Immediately prior

to the changeover, DM11, DM12 and DM13

Percentage shares 1

Distribution of prices for
coffee filter paper *

* Special analysis of the consumer price
statistics. — 1 Owing to adjustment of ex-
treme values, may not add up to 100 %. —
2 Coffee filter paper for between four and
six cups.
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were the most important prices, whereas

these are now 36, 36.50 and 37.

Subsequent adjustment of excessive price

changes?

It is well known that there were fairly large

price increases for some goods and services in

connection with the euro changeover.8 Given

that price developments have generally been

subdued recently and that pricing has re-

turned to normal, there arises the question as

to whether the exceptional price increases at

the time of the changeover have now been

cancelled out or whether the introduction of

the euro has encouraged a permanent jump

in the general price level. Any adjustments

are not necessarily apparent in the form of

price reductions. Subsequent price increases

may, in fact, be smaller than usual or be

made less frequently. The crucial factor is

whether the “new” price path converges

over a somewhat longer period with the

“traditional” price path before the effects of

the euro.

The particular difficulty of this kind of study is

that the price trend without the euro change-

over cannot be observed directly but can only

be inferred from empirical regularities in the

past. For that reason, price equations for indi-

vidual goods and services constructed on

major cost components, such as producer

prices, wages, rents and other input prices,

were estimated on the basis of the period

Percentage shares 1

Distribution of prices
for cinema tickets *

* Special analysis of the consumer price
statistics. — 1 Owing to adjustment of
extreme values, may not add up to 100%.
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8 See, for example, Deutsche Bundesbank, Appendix:
Introduction of euro banknotes and coins – price devel-
opments in January 2002, op cit, p 9.
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from the beginning of 1991 to the end of

2000. Restricting the time-frame to the

period up to 2000 is intended to eliminate

any influences from the run-up to the intro-

duction of euro cash. Projections excluding

euro factors were derived from the estimated

relationships using the actual input price de-

velopments and were compared with the ac-

tual path of consumer prices. As a rule, there

is quite a close and stable relationship be-

tween consumer prices and major cost fac-

tors, which means that an extrapolation over

a period of three years would appear permis-

sible.

As the introduction of euro banknotes and

coins was accompanied by noticeable price

movements, especially for individual services,

the analysis below will focus on these. In

January 2002, the cost of hairdressing went

up by an average of 1.9%. Prices of cinema

tickets increased by 2.3%. Dry cleaning a suit

cost 2.5% more. The index for restaurants,

caf�s and takeaways went up 2.1%. These

were all exceptional monthly price move-

ments, each of which led to a sharp rise in

the year-on-year rate.9

Comparing estimated and actual price devel-

opments shows, first, that, in the case of

these services, there are almost no indications

of previously deferred price increases subse-

quently being put into effect. Instead, the ac-

tual prices at the end of 2001 were largely

consistent with the development to be ex-

pected on the basis of the long-term relation-

ships. Second, price movements after the

surge in prices at the beginning of 2002

were, in most cases, smaller than usual. For

example, dry-cleaning a man’s suit did not

become much more expensive throughout

2002, and the average price remained stable

in 2003. There was a distinct flattening-out

of price developments in the case of hair-

2000 = 100, log scale

Cinema
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Dry-cleaning

Hairdressing
actual

estimated 1

Consumer prices for
selected services

1 Extrapolated on the basis of the esti-
mated correlation between major cost
factors and consumer prices in the period
prior to the introduction of euro banknotes
and coins.
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9 At this juncture, it should again be pointed out that by
no means all vendors put up prices in January 2002. Ac-
cording to calculations based on the special study, just
under 45% of prices for the products mentioned were in-
creased, 10% were lowered and, at all events, just less
than half remained unchanged (apart from very minor
price changes).

Underlying
situation

Prices changed
sooner rather
than later
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dressing, too. Consequently, the “price ex-

cess” in the case of these two services had,

on average, been eliminated by the late sum-

mer of 2003. Although a slow convergence

with the estimated long-term price path may

be noted in the case of restaurants and cin-

emas, a certain “price exaggeration” still

exists at present according to the method de-

scribed. Owing to the many problems in-

volved in estimating counterfactual price de-

velopments excluding the effects of the euro,

these findings should, of course, be interpret-

ed with caution. Nevertheless, they do indi-

cate that the “price exaggeration” accom-

panying the introduction of euro banknotes

and coins was often subsequently eliminated

in line with developments in costs. This sug-

gests that, to a considerable extent, the price

surge in January 2002 was due to anticipa-

tory effects. The elimination of price exagger-

ations contributed to what was, by and large,

a subdued rise in the prices of services in

2003.

Price perception and price reality

Official pronouncements on the limited im-

pact that the introduction of euro cash had

on prices have met with public incomprehen-

sion in many cases. Many consumers felt

price rises were much sharper than was indi-

cated by the official statistics. This has also

been reflected in the responses to the ques-

tion about price developments in the past

12 months, as collected in the monthly con-

sumer surveys of the European Commission.

Interpreting the balance of opinions as to

whether there have been more or less sharp

price rises or price reductions is no easy mat-

ter. Nevertheless, the fact that the balance

showed a marked increase, particularly at the

start of 2002, and subsequently persisted at a

very high level suggests that the public per-

ception of prices and the prices revealed in

the statistics no longer matched for a time.10

In earlier years, there had been quite a close

correlation between “price perception” and

“price expectations for the immediate fu-

ture”, as derived from the balances, and price

developments as actually measured. The

change in price expectations shows that con-

sumers did not anticipate a much faster rate

of inflation after January 2002. Even so, des-

pite quite a sharp downward adjustment dur-

ing 2003, the price perception indicator has

10 Consumers are asked whether, in their view, prices
have risen a lot, moderately or slightly in the past
12 months, whether they have stayed about the same or
whether they have, in fact, fallen. The qualitative
responses are then used to calculate weighted balances,
which are shown as percentages. If all consumers state
that prices have risen sharply, the resulting value is +100.
If all consumers state that prices have fallen, the resulting
value is -100. (See European Commission, The joint har-
monised EU programme of business and consumer sur-
veys, User Guide, October 2003). In the Flash Eurobarom-
eter the European Commission asks more directly
whether prices have changed more in favour or to the
detriment of consumers in the wake of the euro change-
over or whether rises and falls balanced out. In October
and November 2003, more than 90% of the members of
the German public surveyed were, with hindsight, of the
opinion that prices tended to have been converted to
their disadvantage (EOS Gallup Europe, The euro, two
years later, Flash Eurobarometer 153, December 2003,
p 17f). The figure 12 months earlier had been 88% (EOS
Gallup Europe, The euro, one year later, Flash Euroba-
rometer 139, December 2002, p 32f). The idea that the
changeover was unfavourable to consumers has thus be-
come entrenched. Strictly speaking, however, the out-
come of this survey merely implies that the majority of
consumers in Germany believe that prices have been ad-
justed upward more frequently. This is consistent with
the findings of the special study of the individual price
data from the official statistics (see Deutsche Bundes-
bank, Consumer prices and the changeover from
Deutsche Mark to euro, op cit, p 20) although it is not
inconsistent with the statement that the direct price
effects of the euro changeover overall were indeed
upward, albeit not very strong.

Consumers’
price
perception ...
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so far remained at an historically very high

level.

In statistical terms, however, there are no in-

dications whatsoever that the consumer price

statistics do not provide a representative over-

all picture. Indeed, it should be pointed out

that the prices for a representative basket of

750 goods and services are precisely recorded

every month by almost 600 employees of the

statistical offices in 190 reporting areas or

40,000 reporting units. In total, around

350,000 individual prices are included in the

calculation of the German consumer price

index. This suggests that the official statistics

have provided a sufficiently realistic record of

consumer price developments both before

and after the introduction of the euro.11

This is also revealed clearly by the fact that

the official consumer price index does indeed

show the higher prices for some services of

which many consumers complained. For the

majority of households, however, their im-

portance in terms of consumption is not very

great and they therefore tend to have a low

weight in the overall basket of goods. As

mentioned above, prices for hairdressing rose

by an average of 1.9% throughout Germany

in January 2002, but their weight in terms of

expenditure does not amount to even 1%.

Moreover, the special analysis of the individ-

ual price data shows that prices were raised

only by roughly half of the hairdressing salons

observed by the official statistics. Those

raising prices did so by around 6% on aver-

age.12 There were also hairdressers who

lowered their prices. The accumulation of

relatively sharp price increases in the case of

some services, as perceived by the general

public, is therefore clearly identifiable in the

individual data from which the official con-

sumer price index is calculated.

Areas of major significance in terms of ex-

penditure, such as housing rents, remained

largely unaffected by the euro changeover; in

Balances of responses, seasonally adjusted, monthly
%

Price perception 1

Price
expectation 2

Price perception and
price expectation

Source: European Commission consumer
surveys. — 1 Price developments in the pre-
vious months. — 2 Price developments in
the following 12 months.
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11 Studies on the effects on prices of the euro cash
changeover are often based on very much smaller sam-
ples and can therefore make only a very limited claim to
being representative. The Institute for Applied Consumer
Research (IFAV), which has analysed price developments
relating to the cash changeover on behalf of the Feder-
ation of German Consumer Organisations, started in
mid-2001 with a sample of 1,151 prices for goods and
349 prices for services, for example. By the time the sur-
veys ended in December 2002, the sample had shrunk to
697 prices for goods and 282 prices for services (Institute
for Applied Consumer Research, Preisbeobachtungen
vor, w�hrend und nach der Einf�hrung des Euro, Decem-
ber 2002).
12 This figure ignores minor price changes (up to five
cents).
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the case of many retail goods, countervailing

effects were in play. Detailed surveys on price

perception confirm that consumers ascribe

upward pressure on prices to certain services

as well as food and, in some cases, did indeed

give nuanced replies to the question about

the causes.13

It would therefore be interesting to know

how this change in households’ perception of

prices – as depicted in, say, the European

Commission’s consumer surveys – may have

come about. One likely reason is that, given

the actual conversion factor of 1.95583, the

commonly used “rule of thumb” method of

converting euro prices into D-Mark by using a

ratio of 1:2 overstates the D-Mark value by

2.3%, thus working to the disadvantage of

the euro. Furthermore, the individual con-

sumer is likely to notice “spectacular” price

increases more than correct conversions,

moderate price increases or price reductions,

all of which are included in the consumer

price index. In addition, according to the Bun-

desbank’s opinion polls on the acceptance of

the euro, some sections of the general public

continued to have reservations about the

new currency after the euro banknotes and

coins had been introduced.14 Finally, difficul-

ties in using the new banknotes and coins

may have contributed to a feeling of uneasi-

ness. According to surveys commissioned by

the European Commission, members of the

German public, just two years after the cash

changeover, had become better accustomed

to using the euro and, according to their

own statements, no longer convert back to

D-Mark as often as they used to when doing

their day-to-day shopping.15 This has not cor-

rected the assessment of price effects result-

ing from the changeover, however.

Economic and social psychologists have

shown experimentally that price changes

from D-Mark to euro are often overesti-

mated. Even in the case of a precise conver-

sion by the vendor, the consumer often per-

ceives an increase in price. The effect is

stronger in the case of persons who expected

a price surge generally from the euro change-

over.16 This is explained by the fact that calcu-

lation errors are noticed less frequently if the

results of the calculation match personal ex-

pectations. In the literature on psychology,

this phenomenon is known as “selective error

correction”. That could be one major reason

for the widespread unease about the price

effects of the euro changeover.

Other experimental studies for the period

prior to the introduction of euro banknotes

and coins concluded that, as our price per-

ception had been geared to nominal values

for many years, the value and/or appropriate

13 See L Fischer, C Katzer and G Kiell, Der Teuro und die
Geldillusion, Wirtschaftspsychologie 2002, Heft 4, pp 43-
60, especially pp 55-57.
14 Deutsche Bundesbank, Bundesbank surveys on euro
acceptance, Press release of 11 March 2002. The Flash
Eurobarometer (EOS Gallup Europe, The euro, two years
later, December 2003) shows that many Germans’ mis-
trust of the new currency has not yet faded even in the
fifth year of economic and monetary union. Sixty per
cent of those surveyed were not of the opinion that the
new currency had contributed to price stability in the
euro area (p 37f) and more than 50% held the view that
the introduction of the euro had been disadvantageous
for Germany (p 45f).
15 See EOS Gallup Europe, The euro, one year later, Flash
Eurobarometer 139, December 2002, p 16f, and p 24ff,
and EOS Gallup Europe, The euro, two years later, Flash
Eurobarometer 153, December 2003, p 3f and p 9ff.
16 For an overview see E Traut-Mattausch, S Schulz-
Hardt, T Greitemeyer and D Frey, Euro-Einf�hrung: Die
gef�hlte Inflation, Die Bank 2003, Heft 6, pp 372-375.
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price of a product or service in euro was

often rated (and accepted) at a higher level

than in D-Mark.17 Since the conversion ratio

of nearly 1:2 means that the new euro prices

look much lower than the old prices in

D-Mark, the perceived inflationary impact of

the euro can scarcely be explained in those

terms, however.18

Implications for the real economy

Given sharp price increases in the case of indi-

vidual products, the lack of transparency (for

a time) with regard to prices as well as the

temporarily changed perception of prices,

there arises the question of the shorter-term

implications of the euro-cash changeover for

the real economy. In connection with the

changeover to the euro, the European Com-

mission asked whether households tended to

buy more because they did not realise how

much they were spending or whether they

tended to buy less because they were afraid

to spend too much. The vast majority of

those surveyed in Germany regarded the

second category as applying to them.19 It can

be concluded from this that consumers in

Germany have become more cautious in their

spending behaviour.

For some time now, household consumption

spending has not been showing an under-

lying trend increase. At around 3300 billion in

the third quarter of 2003, spending was no

higher than two years previously. Neverthe-

less, given the fact that up to mid-2003 the

economy as a whole stagnated – and actually

threatened to go into recession – it would be

wrong to attribute weak consumer spending

predominantly, let alone exclusively, to the

introduction of the euro. After all, there has

been hardly any increase in households’ dis-

posable income for quite some time now,

and the labour market situation has deterior-

ated substantially. Since the introduction of

euro cash, the private saving ratio has in-

creased by 1�2 percentage point in seasonally

adjusted terms to almost 11% of late. The up-

turn in saving had already begun a year earl-

ier, however, having reached a low point in

the second half of 2000 at a ratio of 91�2%.

This restraint in consumption has had a par-

ticularly severe effect on two sectors, in

which there were noticeable price move-

ments accompanying the euro changeover.

Turnover in the catering trade (restaurants,

caf�s, ice parlours and snack bars) fell dra-

matically in the course of 2002 and has not

recovered since. In the first half of 2002, turn-

over was already 3% down on the year. In

the second half of 2002, the decline in-

creased to nearly 9% and, at -8%, was

scarcely any better in the first half of 2003. In

the case of cinemas, for which information is

available from the German Federal Film

Board,20 the decline in turnover set in some-

17 See, for example, E Jonas, T Greitemeyer, V Graup-
mann, C Triebel and D. Frey, Preissch�tzung in Euro vs.
nationaler W�hrung – ein interkultureller Vergleich,
Wirtschaftspsychologie 2002, Heft 4, pp 36-42. This ef-
fect soon subsided after the euro cash changeover, how-
ever. See, for example, E Jonas, T Greitemeyer, V Graup-
mann and D Frey, Gew�hnung an den Euro – Experimen-
telle Untersuchungen zur Sch�tzung von Preisen in DM
vs. Euro vor und nach der Einf�hrung des Euro,
Wirtschaftspsychologie 2002, Heft 4, pp 29-35.
18 See L Fischer, C Katzer and G Kiell, Der Teuro und die
Geldillusion, op cit, p 52.
19 EOS Gallup Europe, The euro, two years later, Decem-
ber 2003, p 13f.
20 See FFA intern, No 1/02, No 2/02, No 1/03.
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what more slowly with year-on-year growth

of 7% still being posted in the first half of

2002. The second half of the year then pro-

duced a downturn of almost 11%, however.

The data for the first six months of 2003

show a decline of 121�2%. Even though there

are a wide variety of reasons for the fall

in turnover in the case of restaurants and

cinemas, the “overshooting” of prices in

connection with the euro changeover has

undoubtedly been a factor.

Outlook

In summary, it may be stated that the change-

over to prices in euro has now come a long

way. There is still a somewhat wider diversity

of prices than before the changeover, and

signs of excessive prices may be found in the

case of some products. Nevertheless, key

price points have emerged for many goods

and services as they did in the D-Mark era.

The retail trade and service providers have

been flexible in adapting to the new situ-

ation. This means that the halving of the

number of available prices is unlikely to have

generated additional price rigidities. Accord-

ing to the surveys of the European Commis-

sion, using the new currency is causing con-

sumers fewer and fewer problems, even

though consumers still often convert back to

D-Mark when making major purchases.

Given the continuing low rates of inflation in

the euro area, the new currency is likely to be

generally held in increasingly high esteem.


